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 INTERVIEW GUIDE

Interview Guide

No Aspect Questions

1.
English

Department

- What do you think about English Department?

- What is your goal for your study in this department?

2. Interest

Individual interest:

- Do you have own interest to enter this department?

- Is English department as your own first choice department to

enter university?

Situational interest:

- What do you think after you follow the learning process in this

department?

- Do you find something along learning process in this

department that can build your interest in this department?

- Are you starting interested in English department after you

follow the learning process?

3. Motivation

- What is your reason made you enter this department?

- What is your motivation in learning in this department?

- What is your reason to sustain in this department though you

are not interested in this department?

Intrinsic motivation:

- Is there any motivation that pure come from yourself?

Extrinsic motivation:

- Is there any advices from another that make you take this

department?

- Is there any motivation that affected by another?

Instrumental motivation :

- Are you sustain your study in this department because you are

aware the benefit for you?



Integrative motivation:

- Do you ever think that learning in this department because you

want to live in the English native society?

4.

The way to

survive in

English

department

- Do you find any problems along your study in this department

then how can you solve it?

- How can you survive yourself in this department though you

find many problems in it?

 INTERVIEW RECORDING

The interview recording was served in the form of soft copy attached in

the CD.

 INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT

a) Data source 1

1) What do you think about English department?

In my opinion it is the department which is pretty difficult, because

everything has correlation with English that sometimes difficult to

understand. But maybe the benefit is later in the work life need many

employee who have English skill

2) Do you have own interest to enter this department?

I absolutely do not have interest in this department, I know if may be this

department has prestige value, but I feel I am not talented in it, because I

feel talent will affect the result.

3) Is English department as your own first choice department to enter

university?

Of course it is not my prime choice. I am more interested in economy

department because I want to work in Bank.

4) What is your reason made you enter this department?

It is pure because of my parent.

5) Is there any advices from another that make you take this department?

Yes, from my parent, because my parents think that there are prospects

for this department, so that they advice me to enter this department.



6) What do you think after you follow the learning process in this

department?

At the early I feel inferior, but after met many friends who have good

ability in English, it makes me enthusiastic and interest to learn.

7) Are you starting interested in English department after you follow the

learning process?

I am not really feel interest in it, but the environment makes me just

enjoy the process.

8) Do you have problem in learning in this department? how do you solve

it?

There are so many problems that I found, one of them in the extensive

reading subject. The way to solve it, first I always remember that there

are my parent who have big hope to me, then try to convince myself that

I should give my best achievement for them.

9) How can you survive yourself in this department though you find many

problems in it?

Because I think that I have been so far walk in this way, so everything

happens I should do my best for my parent, I should survive myself in

this department and try to do my best for them.

10) What is your goal for your study in this department?

I can graduated, and get my licensed to looking for a job but I do not

want to work in the field of English.

11) Do you find something along learning process in this department that

could build your interest in this department?

No, all of the process is feel usual.

12) What is your reason to sustain in this department though you are not

interested in this department?

Only because of my parent, they have been work hard for my study in

this department, so I should make them proud of me.

13) What is your motivation in learning in this department?



My motivations only come from my parent.

14) Is there any motivation that pure come from yourself?

There are no motivations that pure come from myself. That is only

affected by my parent.

15) Is there any motivation that affected by another?

Yes, my parent ask me to enter this department because they think this

department really good for my future.

16) Are you sustain your study in this department because you are aware the

benefit for you?

Yes, maybe it will useful for me in the work life.

17) Do you ever think that learning in this department because you wanted

live in the English native society?

I never think as far as it is.

b) Data source 2

1) What do you think about English department?

It is a department that prestigious enough and also considered because

this department studies about international language.

2) Do you have own interest to enter this department?

No, because I am more interested in another department.

3) Is English department as your own first choice department to enter

university?

No, because at the first my choice is mathematics department.

4) What is your reason made you enter this department?

I enter this department because this department studies about

international language.

5) Is there any advices from another that make you take this department?

Yes, from my friend

6) What do you think after you follow the learning process in this

department?

At the early semester it is really hard, but finally I can enjoy this

department.



7) Are you starting interested in English department after you follow the

learning process?

Yes of course, I think some subject in this department are interested, and

make me finally feel interest in this department.

8) Do you have problem in learning in this department? How do you solve

it?

Yes of course, because it is learning foreign language. I try to find

something interest in it and never give up to study.

9) How can you survive yourself in this department though you find many

problems in it?

Because I believe I can do that and I always try to study hard. After

passing may difficulties along this learning process, make me enthusiasm

to learn in this department.

10) What is your goal for your study in this department?

I want to graduated and get more knowledge for myself.

11) Do you find something along learning process in this department that

could build your interest in this department?

Yes, because I see that many of my friends can do that and because I

found some subject that make me interested, like EYL, KKN, and PPL

12) What is your reason to sustain in this department though you are not

interested in this department?

After passing may difficulties along this learning process, make me

enthusiasm to learn in this department.

13) What is your motivation in learning in this department?

My motivation is because English as international language so that I

think will get more chance in the work life.

14) Is there any motivation that pure come from yourself?

Yes there is, because now I aware that English as needed so that I feel

challenged to learn in this department.

15) Is there any motivation that affected by another?

Yes, there is, from my friend that advice me to take this departmement.



16) Are you sustain your study in this department because you are aware the

benefit for you?

Of course, the knowledge in this department will really useful in the

work life, though it is not only in the education work field.

17) Do you ever think that learning in this department because you wanted

live in the English native society?

Yes I do, that is my biggest dream.

c) Data source 3

1) What do you think about English department?

I think this department is one of difficult department.

2) Do you have own interest to enter this department?

I do not have interest in this department, because I am more interested in

another department.

3) Is English department as your own first choice department to enter

university?

No, because at the first my choice is economics department.

4) What is your reason made you enter this department?

After many advices from my family, I decide to enter this department.

5) Is there any advices from another that make you take this department?

My family are really support me to enter this department.

6) What do you think after you follow the learning process in this

department?

At the early I feel uninterested, but after I join It is enjoyable enough, I

am never suppose I can do as far as it is, the most important thing are the

aim and spirit.

7) Are you starting interested in English department after you follow the

learning process?

Yes, because the learning environment that make it become enjoyable.

Along the learning process I find drama class that makes me more

confident practice my speaking.



8) Do you have problem in learning in this department? How do you solve

it?

Yes of course, for example in vocabulary and grammar, but I think those

problems make me more enthusiastic study in this department. The way

to solve it, just pass it and sometimes asking help to my friends.

9) How can you survive yourself in this department though you find many

problems in it?

I can survive in this department because my parent and my friend always

support me.

10) What is your goal for your study in this department?

I want to graduated on time and do my best for my parent.

11) Do you find something along learning process in this department that

could build your interest in this department?

Yes, because the learning environment that make it become enjoyable.

Along the learning process I find drama class that makes me more

confident practice my speaking.

12) What is your reason to sustain in this department though you are not

interested in this department?

Because I do not want to make my parent disappointed, I will finish my

study and make them proud of me.

13) What is your motivation in learning in this department?

My motivation is only to make my parent proud of me because they have

been work hard for my study.

14) Is there any motivation that pure come from yourself?

Yes, because finally I aware that this English has many opportunity in

the work life.

15) Is there any motivation that affected by another?

Yes, there is my family especially my parent who also become my

motivation

16) Are you sustain your study in this department because you are aware the

benefit for you?



Yes, because in my opinion English department has many job

opportunities. Although it was not teaching in the school, we can make

private teaching at home or we can get another work in the other field.

17) Do you ever think that learning in this department because you wanted

live in the English native society?

I never think like that.

d) Data source 4

1) What do you think about English department?

I think this department is the department that have good prospect at the

future.

2) Do you have own interest to enter this department?

I do not have interest in this department, because I am more interested in

another department.

3) Is English department as your own first choice department to enter

university?

No, because I am more interested in economics department, because I

want to be entrepreneur.

4) What is your reason made you enter this department?

Because I think this department will make me easier to get job, English

will give plus value for me.

5) Is there any advices from another that make you take this department?

Yes there is, from my friend

6) What do you think after you follow the learning process in this

department?

It is become enjoyable but sometime I feel difficult to understand the

meaning yet

7) Are you starting interested in English department after you follow the

learning process?

Yes, but sometimes I feel afraid to practice my speaking.

8) Do you have problem in learning in this department? How do you solve

it?



Yes, I think I am less speaking practice, so that my speaking skill is not

good enough.

9) How can you survive yourself in this department though you find many

problems in it?

Because when I decided to take this department, I will continue it

although it is hard, also because my parents have been work hard for me.

10) What is your goal for your study in this department?

I want to graduated in this department and my license can useful to get a

job

11) Do you find something along learning process in this department that

could build your interest in this department?

Yes, when I see another speak English well, I begin interest in English

and try to learn it to make parent proud of me.

12) What is your reason to sustain in this department though you are not

interested in this department?

Because both of my parent. I do not want to make them disappointed,

they want me success, so that I should continue my study until finish and

make them proud of me.

13) What is your motivation in learning in this department?

Only my parent

14) Is there any motivation that pure come from yourself?

Yes, because I want to fluent in English and get good job from my

ability.

15) Is there any motivation that affected by another?

Yes, only from my family, especially my parent.

16) Are you sustain your study in this department because you are aware the

benefit for you?

Yes, because I think English really needed in the work life.

17) Do you ever think that learning in this department because you wanted

live in the English native society?

Yes, I have a will, but I think there are many obstacles to make it real.



e) Data source 5

1) What do you think about English department?

I think it is the department that especially for the students who want to

learn English and prepared to become teacher.

2) Do you have own interest to enter this department?

Basically I think that I have passion and talent in English, but I do not

have interest to enter English department, because I am more interested

in another department.

3) Is English department as your own first choice department to enter

university?

No, because my first choice is Islamic department.

4) What is your reason made you enter this department?

Because my parent ask me to try another field after in six year I have

been learn about Islam, so that they ask me to enter English department.

5) Is there any advices from another that make you take this department?

Yes, from my parent

6) What do you think after you follow the learning process in this

department?

I just enjoy it, though at the first I do not have interest to enter this

department but basically I have been have passion and maybe talent in

English.

7) Are you starting interested in English department after you follow the

learning process?

Of course, it is not quite difficult to build my interest because I enjoy the

learning process

8) Do you have problem in learning in this department? How do you solve

it?

No, because back to the passion and talent, though I do not have interest

in English department but basically I have passion and talent in English,

so that it feels easier to blend myself in this department. My problem is



only how to build my interest to become a teacher, so that I always try to

develop my ability.

9) How can you survive yourself in this department though you find many

problems in it?

Though I do not have interest in this department but basically I have

passion in learning English, so that the way to survive is only enjoy the

learning process and develop my ability.

10) What is your goal for your study in this department?

My goal is to get a job that suitable with English not only in the

education field, because I think that English is universal so that can

useful in everywhere.

11) Do you find something along learning process in this department that

could build your interest in this department?

Yes, the environment, friends, lecturer, all of them make me feel

interested in this department.

12) What is your reason to sustain in this department though you are not

interested in this department?

Because there are good environment, good friends, meet many friends

that also not interested in this department but they can survive, beside

that there also support from my parent.

13) What is your motivation in learning in this department?

At the early my motivation from the external, from my parent, then I can

build my own motivation after join the process.

14) Is there any motivation that pure come from yourself?

Because now I have been aware that English is important, further there is

MEA, beside that the skill that important for looking job is English skill.

15) Is there any motivation that affected by another?

Yes, come from my parent, my friends, because I am satisfied with the

lecturers and the teaching process in this department.

16) Are you sustain your study in this department because you are aware the

benefit for you?



Of course I am aware, every people have different motivation, I am

aware to study because I know if it will give benefit have big opportunity

although it is English teacher department but I think it could useful in

everywhere.

17) Do you ever think that learning in this department because you wanted

live in the English native society?

Yes, I have a will, if there is an opportunity for me, why not.

f) Data source 6

1) What do you think about English department?

I think it is the department that this department is department that

difficult enough because it demands the students to have ability to

practice their knowledge.

2) Do you have own interest to enter this department?

I am not really interest to join this department, because I am more

interested in another department.

3) Is English department as your own first choice department to enter

university?

No, because my first choice is PGSD department.

4) What is your reason made you enter this department?

Because there is no PGSD department in this university, so I think there

is same, though every department I chose.

5) Is there any advices from another that make you take this department?

Yes, my parent are always support me to enter this department.

6) What do you think after you follow the learning process in this

department?

At the beginning I feel difficult in some subject, but after I have been

adapted, I start to enjoy it.

7) Are you starting interest in English department after you follow the

learning process?

Yes, but not really.



8) Do you have problem in learning in this department? How do you solve

it?

Of course, I found many problems in the some difficult subject, like

linguistics. Sometimes I am asking helps to my friends to solve my

problems.

9) How can you survive yourself in this department though you find many

problems in it?

I think this is common to get difficulties, though in every department, so

that I just try to pass it.

10) What is your goal for your study in this department?

My goal is I want to be a teacher.

11) Do you find something along learning process in this department that

could build your interest in this department?

No, I never find something interested in it.

12) What is your reason to sustain in this department though you are not

interested in this department?

Because I want to reach my dream to be a teacher, so that everything

happen I just try to pass it.

13) What is your motivation in learning in this department?

I want to be professional teacher.

14) Is there any motivation that pure come from yourself?

Yes, because I want to make my parent proud of me because I can realize

my dream.

15) Is there any motivation that affected by another?

Yes, only from my parent and my friends.

16) Are you sustain your study in this department because you are aware the

benefit for you?

Yes of course, my knowledge will useful in everywhere.

17) Do you ever think that learning in this department because you wanted

live in the English native society?

I never think like that.


